Jackson County ITB Number 08-11715
Addendum Number Three (3)
Jackson County Administration
Facilities Maintenance
10 South Oakdale Ave
Medford, OR 97501
541-774-6971

THIS IS NOT AN ORDER

Date Addendum Issued: May 2, 2022
ITB TITLE: COUNTY HHS PARKING GARAGE REPAIR

This addendum serves to: Modify Bid due date and answer questions about project.
A. Bid due date modification:
a. Old bid due date 5/5/2022
b. New bid due date 5/12/2022 Close is 2:00PM
B. Questions and answers
1.
There are two details for the post penetrations (DC-25 & DC-32) can either be used
depending on the situation?
MC Response: Yes
2.
Where the fence support post is NOT anchored down is does this have to be detailed
around?
MC Response: Waterproof detailing should extend under the unsupported post. The Contractor will
confirm that the post support is not supported from the horizontal deck surface. Upon confirmation, the
Contractor will cut the post up sufficiently to extend the waterproofing detail under the steel post.
3.
Where the ChemCurb is installed at the typical penetrations (DC-24), does the chain link
fence gets trimmed to accommodate this curb?
MC Response: Yes
4.
When the chain link fence is removed during application (several days) does any temp
fencing need to be installed?
MC Response: The Contractor is responsible to provide the means and methods to keep its workers
and pedestrians safe.
5.

Does the ground level within the garage receive the sealer?

MC Response: The Scope of Repair states the following, “Concrete deck sealing procedures are
designed to satisfy sealing requirements necessary to protect the pan decking and steel components
embedded within the concrete.” Therefore, as the ground floor does not cover pan decking, it is not
projected as a requirement in this Scope of Repair.
6.
Alternate #3 calls out remove and replace horizontal sealant joints, does this include the
ground level within the garage?
MC Response: No. The maintenance of the sealant joints in this Scope of Repair is to protect the pan
decking underlying the parking slab.
7.

Is there any work at the stairwells?

MC Response: No work is anticipated in the stairwells. The Iso-Flex 618-100 Sealer will terminate at
the stair system.

8.
Section 14-B.2.0.3. calls out install perimeter metal, does this apply? Also (Section 14-C.2.3).
If so, please provide a sheet metal specification.
MC Response: This component specification is not correct. There is no perimeter metal specified in
the details.

9.
Alternate #1, Can you confirm that 100% of the pan decking on every floor of the garage is
required for blast cleaning and repaint? If not, how much area and what locations does the pan
decking need to be cleaned and repainted?
MC Response: The painting remediation includes ALL the horizontal pan decking under the concrete
parking slabs. Structural posts, supports and ancillary metal are not included in the anticipated bid
proposal.
10.
Alternate #2, Can you confirm that 100% of the horizontal structural members holding up the
pan decking on every floor of the garage, require to be blast cleaned and repainted? If not, how much
area, and what locations does the horizontal structural members need to be cleaned and repainted?
MC Response: The painting remediation is limited to the horizontal pan decking under the concrete
parking slab. Structural posts, supports and ancillary metal are not included in the anticipated bid
proposal.
11.
Is the Pan decking and horizontal structural members holding up the pan decking the only
items required to be painted in alternates #1 and #2?
MC Response: See Question 10.
12.

Can other medias besides soda be used for paint removal for alternates #1 and #2?

MC Response: Alternate means and methods of product removal proposed by the contractor can be
submitted for review. Upon award of contract, Contractor will provide a mock-up of the removal
application for review. It is important that the galvanized coating be maintained.
13.
Is there a more specific scope of what items gets painted other than listed in Section 0990001.01.C/D?
MC Response: The painting remediation is limited to the horizontal pan decking under the concrete
parking slab. Structural posts, supports and ancillary metal are not included in the anticipated bid
proposal.
14.

Will you consider extending the bid date?

MC Response: Yes, based on the requirements of the Jackson County management staff.

Adam Trautman
Project Manager
PHONE : (541) 774-6974
FAX:
(541) 774-6729

